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I. Vocabulary（每題 2 分） 

1. Being able to see cats everywhere is the most well-known 

_____ of the town. 

(A) feature (B) rainbow (C) public (D) stamp 

2. The old man is easy to get angry. No one can _____ him. 

(A) fall down (B) go through (C) put up with (D) belong to 

3. In Canada, many people _____ on frozen lakes in winter. 

(A) shape (B) skate (C) spill (D) spell 

4. When you use a _____ knife, be careful and don't hurt 

yourself. 

(A) helpful (B) sharp (C) wild (D) honest 

5. The Earth is a(n) _____, and it moves around the Sun. 

(A) area (B) dot (C) flute (D) planet 

6. Ivy wants her children to get closer to _____, so she often 

takes them to go hiking in the mountains. 

(A) public (B) shell (C) nature (D) center 

II. Grammar（每題 2 分） 

7. Ada: Why are you still here? It's already 11:30 p.m. 

Ben: Because I _____ my work. Don't worry. It's almost 

done. 

(A) won't finish (B) don't finish (C) didn't finish  

(D) haven't finished 

8. We've known each other since he _____ here 10 years ago. 

(A) moved (B) has moved (C) is moving (D) will move 

9. Yesterday morning, I helped my brother not only _____ his 

car but also mop the floor. 

(A) washed (B) to wash (C) washing (D) wash 

10. She agrees _____ more vegetables is good for her health. 

(A) eating (B) eats (C) that to eating (D) that eat 

11. Many of my classmates have had the experience of taking an 

airplane, but I _____. 

(A) didn't ( B) don't (C) haven't (D) wasn't 

12. There were lots of fish in this river before, _____? 

(A) were they (B) weren't there (C) were there  

(D) weren't they  

13. _____, doesn't she? 

(A) She has to leave the office earlier today 

(B) She never goes to school late 

(C) She seldom drinks coffee in the morning 

(D) She has few friends 

III. Dialogue（每題 2 分） 

14. Betty: I got a bad grade on the math test today. Yesterday, I 

asked Jeff many questions about math. How come I failed in 

math again? 

Cindy: Really?  Jeff is poor at math. _____ 

(A) He has passed the test. 

(B) When a blind man leads another, both fall down. 

(C) He never tells the truth. 

(D) You should lead Jeff to his desk. 

15. Gina: Are you and Peter dating? 

Amy: No, I'm not. _____ 

(A) What a small world! 

(B) I'm glad to see him. 

(C) I meet him on the street by chance. 

(D) It's not a big surprise. 

16. Denny: _____ 

Emily: Yes. They really have fun playing in the water, and 

many kids come here for dolphin shows. 

(A) Dolphins aren't cute animals. 

(B) What can dolphins do? 

(C) Are dolphins our best friends? 

(D) Look! The dolphins can do great tricks. 

 IV. Cloze（每題 2 分） 

A 

Dear Kelly, 

 How's everything going? I   17   in New York City for 

just a week, but I'm already in love with the Big Apple. Your 

sister Ella   18   me to Central Park and MoMA last Friday. 

She also told me many stories about those places. 

 New York is a modern city, we can see many tall buildings 

and artists   19   shows on the street. Guess what? When we  

  20   along Fifth Avenue yesterday afternoon, we even met a 

super star, Taylor Swift. How lucky! 

 I've taken many photos. I will show them to you when I  

  21   back to Taiwan next month. 

See you soon, 

Lydia 

17. (A) am (B) was (C) were (D) have been 

18. (A) has taken (B) took (C) takes (D) is taking 

19. (A) playing (B) played (C) to play (D) have played 

20. (A) walk (B) walking (C) were walking (D) have walked 

21. (A) will get (B) get (C) got (D) am getting 

B 

  Time for dinner.  Are you bored   22   eating the same 

food every day?  Well, there won't be any more   23   food 

for us.  On today's show, we're going to present a special dish. 

Here it is- Tainan coffin board. I believe you'll   24   in it. 

Though the name sounds   25  , it just looks like French toast. 

Its taste   26   many visitors. I'm excited about it. Let's give it 

a try. 

*Tainan 台南 *coffin 棺材 

22. (A) about (B) with (C) at (D) to 

23. (A) boring (B) bored (C) bores (D) bore 

24. (A) interest (B) interested (C) be interested (D) be interesting 

25. (A) scare (B) scares (C) scared (D)scary 

26. (A) surprise (B) surprising to (C) surprises (D)surprised at 

C 

  Have you ever   27   World Oceans Day (WOD)? The 

idea for WOD came from a meeting at the United Nations in 

1992. 

Ocean covers 70% of our planet. They were once clean 

and beautiful, but now they   28   in serious trouble. 

Garbage, oil spills, and overfishing have made the number of 

ocean fish and plants   29   lower than before. If we don't 
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beat the clock and fix the problem, a lot of sea life   30   

soon.   31   the world's oceans, people clean up the beaches 

on that day. After all, we only have one Earth. 

27. (A) heard of (B) heard from (C) listened to (C) sounded 

28. (A) are (B) is (C) be (D) have been 

29. (A) more (B) most (C) less (D) much 

30. (A) will go (B) will be gone (C) has gone (D) goes 

31. (A) Saving (B) To save (C) Save (D) To saving 

 V. Reading（每題 2 分） 

A 

What is a Taiwanese Pineapple Cake 

  Visitors to Taiwan are likely to enjoy pineapple cakes, one 

of the popular snacks in gift shops. Pineapple cakes are usually 

square with the pineapple filling, and they go best with tea. The 

pineapple filling is sometimes mixed with nuts or salted egg 

yolk. 

  Besides its good taste, in Taiwanese, pineapple has the same 

pronunciation as "luck arrives". Thus, if you have brought back 

pineapple cakes from your trip to Taiwan for friends and family, 

you have given them not only something delicious to eat but also 

your wishes for good luck. Perhaps this is one of the reasons why 

pineapple cakes can be the snack standing for Taiwan. 

*likely 可能 *filling 內餡 *nuts 堅果 *salted egg yolk 鹹蛋黃 

*pronunciation 發音 

32. From the reading, what shape may the pineapple cake be? 

(A)  

 

(B)  (C)  (D)  

33. What may not be mixed in the filling of pineapple cakes? 

34. Which is true about the pineapple cake? 

(A) It's the snack foreigners like most. 

(B) Having it with tea is great. 

(C) Bad luck can't get close to you if you eat it. 

(D) It's the only snack in Taiwan. 

(A) 

 

(B) 

 

(C) 

 

(D) 

 

B 

  Scan the QR code, finish the questionnaire on your 

smartphone, and you'll get a free coffee. 

Name: Sean Lin 

Age: 48 

Birthday: January 17 

E-mail: Seanlin@gmail.com 

How many times have you been here? 4 times 

Comments 

  I enjoy your cheese cake very much. Its smell and taste are 

both great. My friend and I ate it up.  Both of us think it goes 

well with coffee. However, the coffee is a little sweet. I asked 

the waiter to help me with the problem.  He came to help me 

quickly. Good service. I think I'll invite more friends to come 

here with me next time. 

*scan 掃描 *code 碼 *questionnaire 問卷 *comment 評論 

35. From the reading, where may Sean Lin go? 

(A) A pet store. (B) A bus stop. (C) A gym.  

(D) A coffee shop. 

36. What does it mean in this reading? 

(A) Cheese cake. (B) Coffee. (C) Smell. (D) Taste. 

37. Which is true? 

(A) Sean Lin left some cake because it's too sweet. 

(B) You can get a free coffee if you scan the QR code. 

(C) Sean Lin may visit here with more friends again. 

(D) We can have yummy cookies here. 

C 

Protect the Ocean. Don't Throw Trash in It. 

  Imagine traveling in the ocean and all you see is trash and 

seldom you see fish. Is that a world we should have? I don't 

think so, but if we don't stop throwing trash into the oceans, 

that's going to be the type of world we will live in. 

  One reason we need to stop polluting the oceans is it's 

hurting sea animals because they are mistaking garbage for 

food or getting caught in it and it's hard for them to escape. 

However, this could never have happened if there wasn't trash 

in the ocean. 

  Another reason is all the garbage is piling up in the ocean 

and pretty soon the whole ocean is going to be full of trash. A 

study shows there is tons of trash thrown away every day. 

Terrible, right? That's not the world we should have, so let's 

keep trash out of the ocean NOW! 

*imagine 想像 *pollute 汙染 *mistake 誤認 *escape 逃脫 

*pile up 堆積 *ton 噸 

38. What does they mean in this reading? 

(A) Visitors. (B) Oceans. (C) Sea animals. (D) Plastic bags. 

39. From the reading, what's the easiest way to keep the oceans 

clean? 

(A) Clean up the beaches together. 

(B) Protects the sea animals. 

(C) Go into the oceans and collect the trash. 

(D) Stop throwing trash into the oceans. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

40. From the news, we know the whale died because _____. 

(A) it couldn't find any fish to eat 

(B) sharked attacked it 

(C) because people overfish 

(D) it thought plastic bags can be food and ate them 

試題已結束 

WF News 

We found a whale was dead at the beach near New Taipei 

City this morning. It is the third case this month. After 

checking, the vet said the whale died because of the plastic 

bags in its stomach. 

*case 案例  *vet 獸醫 

 
 


